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Third Saturday CWC Sacramento Meeting, February 16, 2019 
Cattlemens Restaurant, 12409 Folsom Blvd., Rancho Cordova 

11 a.m. – 1 p.m. (10:15 Early Bird Topic) 
$25 (includes lunch), $15 for Members (40% discount)

Becky Parker Geist 
Founder, Pro Audio Voices 

Author, Audio Toolkit for Authors 
President, Bay Area Independent 

Book Publishers Association 

Bring Your Story to Life 
in Audio 

Audiobooks are hot - but they can be costly 
to produce. Find out what you need to know 
to make good decisions about audio and how to leverage an audiobook – or 
your voice in general - to get your name out there and more books sold. 
Whether you read aloud at cafes, Open Mic, or in the car, you’ll benefit from 
this information. Becky will provide insights that will inspire you and help you 
see new ways to get your writing out there. 
You'll learn: 
• Key considerations in audiobook decision-making and other ways to use your 
voice. 
• When the audio investment is worth it and when is it not. 
• Tips on how to make the audiobook investment pay off once you've made it. 

About the speaker:Becky Parker Geist is an audiobook narrator and producer 
with 37+ years of experience, and the founder and owner of Pro Audio Voices. 
She fell in love with narrating audiobooks in 1981, when she began narrating 
for Library of Congress. As a voiceover and theatre professional and using the 
name Becky Parker for all her performance work, she brings her theatre skills – 
acting, directing, producing, and marketing – to bear in all her voiceover and 
production work. Becky has narrated well over 100 titles to date. 

Becky serves as President of BAIPA (Bay Area Independent Publishers 
Association) and is a member of IBPA (Independent Book Publishers Assn). She 
has been quoted in publishing articles and is considered ahead of the trend in 
audio books. Other organizations to which she belongs include: Audio 
Publishers Association, Society of Children's Book Writers and Illustrators, 
Theatre Bay Area, and Business Network International. Becky’s independently 
published book, Audiobook Toolkit for Authors: Your Comprehensive Guide to 
Recording Your Own Audiobook,can be found at authortoolkits.com. She is also 
the author of two additional non-fiction titles and two children's books. 

10:15 Early Bird Topic: Beta Readers

http://SacrementoWriters.org
http://SacrementoWriters.org
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First Friday Network 
Meeting 

Dänna Wilberg 
Award-Winning Short Film 

Maker 
How ScriptWriting Can 

Help Your Novel Writing 
Friday, February 1 

9-11 AM Coco’s, 7887 
Madison Avenue,  
Citrus Heights

Dänna Wilberg, is a local award-winning short film maker, who produced 
and hosted two local TV programs: PARANORMAL CONNECTION and 
STORY CONNECTION, in Sacramento, California, for fifteen years. 
Dänna has three published romantic suspense novels, “The Red Chair”, 
“The Grey Door”, and “The Black Dress” featuring Psychotherapist Grace 
Simms, and has been published in four anthologies, one in London. Her 
current works in progress include a paranormal suspense series based on 
her short film, “Borrowed Time”, featuring intuitive Suzanne Cash, and a 
feature film script about “Undue Influence”, based on the true story of 
Phillip Suttles, a war hero who fell victim to the very people who were 
appointed by the court to protect him from grifters.



Poetry 
Corner
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This month’s poets were picked to remind us of the old year 
passing and a new one beginning, youth and age, and the creative 
energy of many writers.  Tracy K. Smith is the Poet Laureate of 
the United States.  She was born in 1972, grew up in Fairfield, 
California, and won the Pulitzer Prize in 2011 – still in her 30s.  
Henry Morganthau III was from a family of politicians and 
diplomats and was known for documentaries and work on public 
television.  He began writing poetry at the age of 92.  His poetry 
collection A Sunday in Purgatory, was published when he was 100.  
He passed away in July.  Mary Oliver, one of America’s prolific 
modern poets, whom The New York Times described as "far and 
away, this country's best-selling poet", died on January 17 at the 
age of 83.  John Dizikes, professor emeritus at the University of 
California Santa Cruz, whose book about American women poets 
in the early 1900s was reviewed in our newsletter’s July 2018 
issue, left us behind on November 8.  Next month, we will remind 
CWC Sacramento that National Poetry Month occurs in April, with 
the premier of a poem by one of our members.

AN OLD STORY 

by Tracy K. Smith 

We were made to understand it would be  
Terrible. Every small want, every niggling urge,  
Every hate swollen to a kind of epic wind. 
Livid, the land, and ravaged, like a rageful  
Dream. The worst of us having taken over  
And broken the rest utterly down.  

A long age 
Passed. When at last we knew how little  
Would survive us—how little we had mended  
Or built that was not now lost—something  
Large and old awoke. And then our singing  
Brought on a different manner of weather.  

Then animals long believed gone crept down  
From trees. We took new stock of one another.  
We wept to be reminded of such color. 

“Tell me, what is it you plan to do with your one wild and precious life?” 
  from “The Summer Day” by Mary Oliver  (1935-2019)

THE LAST ACT 

By Henry Morganthau III  (1917-2018) 

I’m telling you my dear, 
dying is the most important 
event in your life. 
You can rehearse it 
in your head and with your body. 
You can prepare for it 
all your life, 
you can only do it once, 
there is no looking back. 
You can never ask, 
“Did I do it well?” 
You will never know. 
No one will know. 
It will be said, 
“Surrounded by his loving family, 
he died peacefully.” 
Cold comfort for the warm-blooded: 
a sugar-coated lie. 



IN BRIEF 
First Friday Networking, February 1, 
Coco’s 
Danna Wilberg 
Novelist & Film / TV Producer: How 
Script Writing Can Help Your Novel 
Writing 
9-11 a.m., 7887 Madison Ave., Citrus 
Heights  

Saturday Luncheon, February 16, 
Cattlemens 
Becky Parker Geist, Pro Audio Voices 
President, Bay Area Independent 
Publishers Assn. 
How to Bring Your Story to Life in 
Audio -- and Make Your Audio Work for 
You!    
11 a.m.-1 p.m.,  
Early Bird Share 10:15: Beta Readers 
$25 guests, $15 members (40% off), 
includes lunch 
Cattlemens, 12409 Folsom Blvd., Rancho 
Cordova 

First Friday Networking, March 1, 
Coco’s 

Saturday Luncheon Meeting, March 16, 
Cattlemens, Rancho Cordova 

Don’t forget to order a nametag 
   from Jenifer Rowe 
Meetings or cwcsacramentowriters.org 

Enter Now!   CWC Sacramento 2019 
Memoir Writing Contest   ($$ Prizes) 
Submissions January 5 – April 30 
Members: $20, Non-members: $30 

Poetry Slam by Elk Grove Arts 
Commission 
Dreaming Dog Brewery, 2501 W. Taron 
Ct. 
March 10, 2 to 5 p.m.; 
loyholder77@gmail.com 

WOK (Writers of Kern) Spring 
Conference 
Guest speakers: Adam Berg, Amy 
Friedman 
March 16, 2019 – 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
https://writersofkern.com/events
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NEW 

MEMBERS 

MEMBER NEWS 
Members Karen Durham and Kimberly A. Edwards were 
among the Featured Speakers at the Saturday, January 26, 
2019, Writers on Air, 9:30 am, Sacramento Poetry Center, 
3719 25th Street.  The theme was almost true stories. 

Dennis Mahoney's short story, The Bubble of Eden, was 
accepted for publication in a science fiction anthology called 
Strange Galaxies, published by Wild Photon Press. The 
anthology will be available in March 2019. 

Ray H. Gray III has volunteered to be the new CWC 
Sacramento Public Relations Director.  Thank you, Ray.

Members who joined in January: 
John Bersin joined at the Coco’s meeting.  He is interested in 
fiction. 

Chris Hennessy is a film maker who has been attending recent 
meetings.  He is interested in memoir and writing articles. 

Julie Beyers is another new member with valuable skills.  She 
is interested in poetry, grant writing, and editing. 

Marc Townsend lists his genres as memoir and non-fiction. 

Helen Clare Fredericks is interested in mystery, non-fiction, 
and fantasy.  To learn more, look up her book The Gatekeeper 
on Amazon. 



Cattlemens Luncheon Speaker, January 19, 
2019: Wendy Tokunaga, Developmental Editor, 

Novels, Memoir, Queries, & Pitches 

Give the Editor What She Wants:
Tips for Self-Editing

Your Novel or Memoir 
Meeting notes by Dakota Coe

PreTalk - Using a Pen Name 
[See handout for the bulk of reasons to use a pen name, and the pitfalls to look out for.] 
• It is legal to use a pen name, but there are no real specifications 
• Good for writing about controversial topics, sounding like your genre 
• Google "pen name generator" 
• Once you find your name, secure the domain with that name 

  
KeyNote Speaker Wendy Tokunaga - Give the Editor What She Wants 
About Wendy:  
• MFA, editor, and author of several novels. 
• Teaches for Stanford's certificate program in novel writing. 

  
Had a rocky rode to publication - Didn't get published until her 5th manuscript (after many rejections...).  Began to 
understand why when she had manuscripts read by published authors who did developmental editing on the side.   
They helped pinpoint what was wrong with her storytelling - and this talk aims to share some of that wisdom. 
  
Goals of the talk:  
(1) Does your story start in the right place,  
(2) Is there enough dramatic conflict in the scenes,  
(3) Read like a writer to improve your own writings 
*Applies to novels as well as memoirs, any narrative non-fiction, true crime etc. anything structured like a novel.  
Short stories and personal essays. 
  
Introductory Notes:  
"There are 3 rules for writing a novel, unfortunately no one knows what [they are]." (William Somerset Maugham) 
There are however rules to editing.  The key takeaway is: "Writing is re-writing." 
  
What is editing?  There are various types of editing.  This talk focuses on one: 'developmental' a.k.a. 'substantive' 
editing.  This is focused on the big-picture issues.  This talk hopes to enable you to do some of your own 
developmental editing. 
  
The three most important things you should address to get on the right side of your editor are as follows: 
  
(1) Beginnings - Does you story start in the right place? 
"The road to rejection is paved with bad beginnings." 
  
No reader will stick with your book if the beginning doesn't grab them.  Does your story start in the right place 
where things get interesting, where something unexpected happens, or something is about to change?   
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FOLLOW UP

http://www.cwcsacramentowriters.org/2018/luncheon-jan-19-2019-give-the-editor-what-she-wants/
http://www.cwcsacramentowriters.org/2018/luncheon-jan-19-2019-give-the-editor-what-she-wants/
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If you start with your protagonist waking up in the morning - this is a prototypical non-compelling beginning, it's 
a non-starter - a beginner's mistake.  Opt for something grabbing instead.  The beginning does not need a lot of 
explanation or backstory - most of this will be irrelevant to the story so lose it.   
  
(2) Dramatic Conflict - The driving force:  Does you novel have a story-worthy problem?   
  
Profluence: 
What is the driving force that your protagonist must reconcile before the end of your book?  There is an 
emotional energy that brings your reader through the book - it needs to grab the reader at the outset and persist 
with a force that keeps the reader reading = "profluence."  Start strong, don't get bogged down with supporting 
details - especially at the start of the story, to the extent that you need to, you can sprinkle the backstory and 
supporting details throughout the book.  This supports a compelling beginning.  Some stories should be linear, 
some are better off non-linear.  
  
The protagonist:   
(a) The protagonist must jump off the page.  You don't want a dull protagonist.  A perfect protagonist is a dull 
protagonist.  If you base a protagonist on yourself or a loved one, there is a tendency to make them perfect.  
What are their conflicts and flaws?  Make them imperfect and make this a source of dramatic tension.  
Characters at odds create conflict and drive dramatic tension.  You need dramatic tension at the scene and 
entire novel levels.  Is your character worth following for an entire novel? 
(b) The reader needs to know what the protagonist wants.   
It is OK if the character does not know what they want, but you as the writer have to know what they want and 
the reader needs to be clued in.  Knowing this ties in with the force that drives the story forward.  They need to 
struggle to get to what they want.  This is a source of dramatic tension. 
(c) The protagonist must cause change. 
What does your character fear will happen if they fail to get what they want (or if they succeed)?  They must 
have some confidence and expertise and the ability to cause change.  A "Passive Protagonist" by contrast results 
when things keep happening to the main character, but they don't create any change.  There must be a cause 
and effect going on and the protagonist needs to be the cause of certain change.  You need something more than 
'interesting', you need a story, you need a protagonist who drives change, who you can root for and journey 
through change with.   
  
Scenes:  
(a) "Every scene is either a negotiation, a seduction or a fight." (quote). 
Check that every scene you have has one of these attributes.  Scenes must contain plenty of dramatic tension.  
"A character in a scene should always want something, even if it is only a glass of water."  There must be conflict 
or tension in every scene in your novel.   
(b) If a scene bores you - it will bore your reader.  Chitchat is not the same thing as dialogue, it's devoid of 
dramatic tension.  Rework dull scenes or take them out. Tip:  If you take them out, don't delete them, instead 
put them in your scrap file - you will often find yourself discovering a use for these scenes later and bringing 
them back and rewriting it when the time comes.  
(c) Scene vs. Summary: The classic rule is "show don't tell" in fiction (and even in non-fiction in order to make it 
pop).  BUT, some summary/ exposition/ explanation may be needed.  The question is what to include in a 
summary (what is relevant and what is not) and how.  If you can work helpful summary it into dramatic conflict 
in an integrated fashion, do so. 
  
(3) Reading like a writer:   
(a) Find opportunities to do a 'close reading' of published novels.  Analyze these in order to see what the author's 
intent was and how they made things tick for the novel.  Read recent debut novelists: 
(i) You have to be aware of what is being published now around you.   
(ii) Debut novelists don't have a track record - so the brand recognition/proven worth element is not what got 
these novels published - it was something else, and it is that something that's going to be especially helpful to 
you.  
(iii) Focus especially on the beginning.  There are many different ways to structure a beginning. 
(iv) This advice applies to memoirs and many types of writing - it's not limited to fiction.  Read outside your 
genre too - you can learn a great deal about story telling from the different genres. 
(b) Chapters:  There's no rules on how long a chapter should be, except that shorter chapters can give a faster 
energy.  The length is not as important as how the chapters begin and end.  Chapters are often written to read 
like their own little short stories.  Analyze how you start and end your chapters and how published writers start 



and end their chapters.  What is it that draws the reader in, and what makes the reader want to start the next 
chapter at the end of a chapter (e.g. a cliff hanger). 
(c) Note Elroy Leonard's 10 rules of writing: 

1. Never open a book with weather 
2. Avoid prologues 
3. Never use a verb other than 'said' to carry dialogue 
4. Never use an adverb to modify the word 'said' 
5. Keep your exclamation points under control (no more than 2 or 3 per 100,000 words of prose). 
6. Never use the words 'suddenly' or 'all hell broke loose' 
7. Use regional dialect sparingly 
8. Avoid detailed descriptions of characters 
9. Don't go into great detail describing places and things 
10. Try to leave out the part that readers tend to skip 

  
Q&A: 
Q: To what extent should chapters be self-contained as a story? A:   Every chapter must be compelling - ensure 
each is riveting. 
Q: For flawed/ unlikable characters whose arc is for them to become a better character.  How do you ensure 
they are not a turn-off to the reader?  A: This is a common problem, especially with women characters.  Note 
that this may not be PC, but there is observable psychology in literature that unlikable male characters are 
generally more accepted than unlikable female characters.  Generally, stick with your character, balance some 
negative and positive traits. 
Q: Can you build a memoir with flashbacks in each chapter - is this doable?  A: May seem formulaic to always 
have a flashback - general tendency is to use them sparingly.  You will usually focus on a particular issue or time 
in their life.  It would be important to focus on the theme/message/take away rather than just recounting your 
life.  You can just portray what happened and that doesn't have to be by using a flashback.  Look at how other 
memoirs have been structured. 
Q: Are short story collections hard to sell?  For the ones that do sell, what are they doing right?  A: Short stories 
are hard for a debut novelist to sell unless the short stories have already been published individually in 
reputable journals. Generally, the editor may be looking for you to write a novel since that is an easier sell.   
Not every short story writer is a novelist.  Disparate short stories are not a novel.  [Connected short stores may 
be a novel however.] 
Q: Trilogies - should each one standalone so that a reader can enter at any point?  A: Some of the best trilogies 
are written this way.  There is often enough material in cleverly written trilogies to make each book stand alone 
and provide the reader what is needed so as not to feel lost. 
Q: How do you find the right agent?  A: As members of CWC you get to meet a lot of agents and publishers - this 
is a great way to get a sense of the different types/personalities of agents.  Find an agent that resonates with 
you.  You are always taking a chance - you may find that when you work with one it doesn't work.  Ask questions 
up front relating to the things that are important to you, ask the agent if you can get references for previous 
clients and talk to those clients.  If the agent won't give references, that's a red flag. 
Q: Is it good to have beta readers read your work before the editor, or should you do the developmental edit and 
then have beta readers?  A: Critique groups are great - but you may also outgrow your critique group - if you get 
to close to your members, they may not be objective about your work.  Or it is the blind leading the blind.  If 
Beta readers are just readers and not critiquers that may not be so helpful. 
Q: For a memoir - should it be linear or not.  A: The key is to keep on surprising your reader.  Have triggering 
incidents, not a linear description of your life.  This is story telling.  Whatever creates the most dramatic 
tension and engages the reader is what you should aim for. 
Q: When you're seeking out an editor, will an editor do the tasks (proof read for grammar, typos etc...)   A: 
Probably not, an editor may only concentrate on the big picture issues, won't go through the manuscript with a 
finetooth comb because the manuscript is not ready for that yet. 
Q: If you get questions about your book, do you have to get permission to publish those questions in your book? 
 A: You should probably contact the person who asked the question and ask them if you can include their 
question in their book. 
Q: If you write about a deceased person, do you need to get a release?  A: Yes - their writings or other elements 
of their story may be under copyright (other relatives may have a claim to them). 
Q: Is there a time when you can use the omniscient voice in historical fiction?  A: Selecting the right point of 
view is a critical question aspect of your work.  Look to other historical fiction for guidance.  E.g. Jane Austin 
uses the omniscient voice - it's less popular today, but it can be done. 
Q: Which change is the right change to start a fiction with?  A: Feedback from trusted readers can be helpful for 
determining this. There might be more than one great place to start - finding the right one is part of the art of 
the craft. 
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PostTalk - Making Every Word Count in Your Memoir 
Much useful information and a helpful exercise were presented by CWC members Karen Durham and Anara Guard.  
This is good preparation for the current CWC Sacramento memoir contest.  Please see handout by Karen Durham 
on page 12. 

Westley “Wes” Turner presented a detailed, easy to follow roadmap outlining the process of getting a book ready to 
print. Intending to traditionally publish? Understand the effort publishers invest in the book to get it ready for the 
reader. The result? They own the book and pay the author a small percentage of net sales. Intending to self-publish? 
Understand each step to achieve the same goal, but own everything.   
Wes has a background in math and science, which means he is detail oriented toward sequential processes. His 
presentation followed a similar path. 

Step 1: The Idea.  
Non-fiction writers must lay out chapters in a natural progression. Developmental editors help ensure a natural 
flow of the topic’s information to improve content and structure. Fiction writers can use critique groups and 
developmental editors to take a plot from outline to first draft. The back and forth between the writer and their 
developmental editor and/or critique group ensures there is no omitted information or plot holes, character 
inconsistencies, etc.  

Step 2: Completed First Draft. 
A Line Editor checks for natural flow and structure in sentences, paragraphs, and chapters, focusing on the craft of 
writing, word choice, etc.   

Step 3: The Final Manuscript 
The suggestions, observations, and inputs from the DE, critique groups, and line editor resulted in multiple rewrites 
and the final manuscript. Now is the time for a Copy Editor and Indexer. A copy editor checks for all the periods, 
commas, writing mechanicals, and style guides. An indexer is necessary for non-fiction, including some fiction 
books, requiring a glossary, footnotes, and an index. 

Step 4: Matter 
Matter is the information in the front and back of the book. The front sections include title page, copyright, 
preface, dedication, introduction, etc. The back sections include epilogue, appendix, index, about the author, etc.  
Steps 5, 6, and 7: Graphic Artist, Cover, and Formatting 

A graphic artist is essential at this point of the process to work with the layout, cover, and formatting of the book. 
For that reason, all three were included in this section. A graphic artist helps define what the reader will 
experience with the book content. 

First Friday Speaker  
January 14, 2019:  

Wes Turner: Editor, Novelist, and Short 
Story Author 

From First Idea to Printed Book:

Meeting notes by Ray H Gray
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a. Designs covers including front, back, and spine, including the title, subtitle, author's name,  photo, etc. 
b. Formats, text, fonts, and chapter starts.  
c. Structures running headers and footers for non-fiction. 
d. Page numbering. 
e. Avoiding widows and orphans. A widow is a stand-alone word at the end of a paragraph, or a short last 

line on a new page. An orphan is a stand-alone single line of a new chapter or paragraph at the bottom 
of a page. Hyphens can also cause widows and orphans by splitting a word onto two pages. 

f. The front, back, and spine of the cover creates a first impression for the potential reader. First 
impressions are important and should include exciting images. Also, be sure the formatting is  easily 
visible in both large and small formats, like thumbnails.  

g. The back cover includes the genre (BISAC), hook, and blurb, the short promotional summary of the book. 
BISAC stands for Book Industry Subject and Category. It was designed to help book sellers place books in 
their stores by genre. Genre also helps the writer focus every word to stay on the topic of the genre. 
BISAC helps increase the writer's chances of placing the book before the proper readers. 

h. At this point a detailed discussion was initiated about the ISBN, or International Standard Book Number. 
One book can have different ISBNs for hardback, paperback, e-book, nook, etc. The ISBN is owned by 
whoever makes the purchase. ISBNs numbers and barcodes include country codes, language groups, the 
publisher, and book title reference number. Please research online if further knowledge is required of 
ISBN structure.    

i. Formats change for each type of book format. Hardbacks are expensive due to cloth covers and dust 
jackets. Paperbacks are less expensive to the author and the reader; printed in different sizes and 
qualities. E-books are published in a variety of formats including EPUB, MOBI, AZW3 (Kindle), IBA 
(Apple), PDF, HTML, TFF, etc. Each format requires an ISBN.   

Step 8: Advanced Copy Reader (ARC) 
 Advanced copy readers receive a pre-publication copy of the book. New readers will find new errors, and make 
a great foundation for the author's book reviews and book launch platform. Don't print a lot of copies due to 
potential problems with the copy. Limit the number of ARCs.  

Step 9: Proofreading 
A final review based on each of the book's formats (hardcopy, paperback, sizes, e-books, etc). The proofreader 
will find formatting errors, widows and orphans, hyphens, blank pages, chapter starts, pagination requirements, 
margins and gutters, font style/size/type, and rivers. 

a. Chapters should always start on the right page. 
b. Left pages are even numbered; right pages are odd numbered. 
c. A book should always end on an even numbered page.  
d. Avoid blank pages, if possible. 
e. Rivers are connected white spaces that are detected by the reader's peripheral vision, distracting their 

attention. Rivers are invisible to the reader's direct vision. Rivers can be fixed paragraph by paragraph 
by making minute changes to character spacing that will not be noticeable to the reader. 

Step 10: Congratulations! You're published. 
a. Create an e-mail list of readers for your next book. 
b. Announce next books well in advance of publishing dates to build anticipation. 
c. Use speaking engagements to promote previously published and upcoming books. 
d. Collect feedback received on each book. Use it to make improvements.  

Question and Answers:  
a. A question was raised about how royalty percentages were calculated. Percentages are always 

calculated on "net," not list price. Net percentages change often based upon market factors. Reading 
contracts carefully will help eliminate surprises. Susan Spann is a local mystery writer and attorney. She 
was mentioned as a possible source for contract reviews, but her fees were not known. 
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b. Be careful using stock photos and fonts. Their use often has limitations on the numbers of books that 
can be printed. 

c. Several attendees made statements concerning the challenges of self-publishing. It was shared that the 
average, self-published book sells sixty-five copies. A local Sacramento author, Stephanie Chandler, has 
published books to help guide writers considering self-publishing. 

d. A question concerning inclusion of a table of contents was asked. A table of contents is essential for 
non-fiction, not essential for fiction.  

e. Another question asked whether chapters should be named in novels. The answer was yes and no. Yes if 
it helps the reader keep contact with the story, plot, location, etc.  

f. Another question was asked about prologues. The answer was best expressed by the following: if the 
information in the prologue is irrelevant to the story, short, and easily skipped, don’t write a prologue. 
Many readers do not read the prologue. If the content is essential to the plot, make it chapter one, or 
include it in a chapter, but not a prologue.  

g. Wikipedia is not to be used as a reference book. Original, sourced material should be used for 
reference purposes. 

USING A PEN NAME is completely legal. In fact, it is often a wise choice, but it will make your life 
more complicated.  You want to feel comfortable with it; it will be a part of you. 

By Marcia Ehinger    (mehinger@comcast.net) 
Why Use a Pen Name?  
Gender switching: Women writing at times and in fields of male domination (George Eliot, the Bronte 
sisters writing as the Bell brothers); men writing columns for women readers (Yiddish newspapers). 
Privacy: One of the main reasons writers choose pen names. The more edgy or controversial your 
work, the more you’ll be tempted to hide behind a pseudonym. (Voltaire writing against the 
government; O. Henry writing from prison; George Orwell avoiding embarrassment to his family; Lewis 
Carroll “moonlighting” outside his day job) 
Branding: Writers often choose pen names to support their literary personae. (Mark Twain, taken by 
Samuel Clemens from another river boat captain), or different pen names for different genres (JK 
Rowling for Harry Potter, Robert Galbraith for crime fiction). Writers who have bombed under one 
name may start over with another. 
Avoiding confusion: If a writer has a common name, or the same name as someone famous, a pen 
name avoids confusion. 
Easy to read: Today, people shop for books by scanning online thumbnails. Writers are selecting short 
pseudonyms, particularly if they have long names that are difficult to spell. 
Collaborations: Two or more co-writers might pick a single name for publication, or a series may have 
various authors over time (Carolyn Keene for the Nancy Drew books). 

Choosing a Pen Name 
Choosing a pseudonym can be as daunting as naming a character, especially since the character is you. 
The e-book Pen Name: How to Create Yours by Jennifer Blanchard goes over the basics.  Google “pen 
name generator” and consider names that fit your genre; your initials, middle name, maiden or family 
names, simpler versions or spellings of names. 
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http://www.amazon.com/Pen-Name-How-Create-Yours-ebook/dp/B009W7GPSI/?tag=marinbo-20
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Research: Search the internet and bookselling sites. Avoid any name already used by a writer. Do not 
use the name of anyone famous, You can do a trademark search through the U.S. Trademark Office, 
to avoid getting a cease-and-desist letter from someone using that name. (Identity theft involves 
intentionally acts to impersonate someone for financial gain.) 
Claim the name: File a Fictitious Business Name Statement if you will be getting payments made out 
to your pen name. In some jurisdictions, you may have to add the word “Books” after you pen name 
because the local jurisdiction won’t accept a Fictitious Business Name that looks like the name of a 
real person.  
Search for available domain name: You will want to buy a domain for your pen name. 
Consider registering your own trademark: Use ® for current registration; ™ if you are using a brand 
which has no federal registration. 
Use the name: Place the pen name on your cover and your copyright notice, © 2019 [your pen 
name]. Some authors put the copyright notice in both their pen name and real name, but it is not 
necessary. 
Register your copyright: You may register the copyright of your work under your pseudonym, your 
real name, or both. There are downsides to registering the copyright under a pseudonym only. First, 
it may be difficult to prove ownership of the work at a later date. Second, the life of the copyright 
will be shorter: 95 years from the year of first publication or 120 years from its creation, instead of 
70 years after your death. If you register under both names, this creates a permanent record of 
ownership, and few readers are going to research copyright records and find out an author’s real 
name. 
Be open with your publisher: Usually, you will not be able to hide your real name from your 
publisher (or agent) since contracts are signed in your real name. The exception is when you form a 
corporation, LLC, or other entity. 

What Not to Do When Using a Pen Name 
Don’t go overboard in creating a fake identity: Never claim credentials you don’t have.  
Don’t use a pen name to avoid a pre-existing contract: If you have granted a traditional publisher 
first-refusal rights or have signed a confidentiality agreement as part of a legal settlement or 
employment agreement, you cannot use a pen name to sell the work to someone else. You are still 
breaching your obligations. 
Don’t expect a pen name to protect you completely from defamation claims: Most likely, your real 
name will be found out either through legal process or technology. 
Decide How Secretive You Want to Be: Maintaining secrecy is difficult. The higher the level of secrecy, 
the more complicated the process. Plus, you need to keep track of which identity to use in what 
context. Most authors choose to be open about their pen names. At book signings, they use their pen 
names, but at writers’ conferences they use their real names with a reference to their pen names. 
Some authors are more discreet. They try to maintain their privacy, but not to the point of lying. 
They don’t put photos on their books and blogs, only link to websites created under their pen name, 
and limit public appearances. For a bio, they use their own life story, but told in generic terms. 
Other authors put up roadblocks. They set up corporations and trusts to hold the copyrights and 
contracts. This is the most expensive alternative and usually requires an attorney. In this internet 
age, secrets are almost impossible to keep. [Remember what happened to J.K. Rowling? She tried to 
keep quiet about her pen name Robert Galbraith, but it was leaked by her lawyers.] 
 Consider pre-registering your work: Preregistration does not replace registration, but it permits 
you to sue for copyright infringement while your work is still in development if you feel there's a 
likelihood of someone doing so before you complete it. Preregistration is also available for works of 
music, sound recordings, computer software, motion pictures and photographs used in marketing. For 
more information, see http://www.copyright.gov/prereg/help.html#how_to.  
Once you pre-register your work, you must register the copyright within 3 months of publishing it or 
within a month after you learn someone has infringed your copyright.  
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Warnings: Using a pen name can also complicate selling subsidiary and reprint rights to your work, 
your heirs' inheritance of your rights, and the processing of your advance and royalty payments.  
However: No matter what name you publish under if you are paid legitimately for your work (unless 
you have a layered corporate identity), the IRS will have to get your real name from the tax forms 
you fill out with Amazon or any other book seller. The money gets deposited into your checking 
account under your real name. That is how you are covered legally. 
           
Helpful Resources:    Helen Sedwick, CA business attorney: www.helensedwick.com 
                                    WikiHow: How to Register and Legally Use a Pen Name
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Love Your Personal Essay: Every Word Counts  
by Karen Durham 

A personal essay is not:  
Fiction  
Biography  
Revenge  
Boring  
A life story  
A personal essay is:  
A labor of love  
Your memory of events  
Something that changed or taught you  
Deeply felt (therefore not boring)  
A gripping story  
True does not mean literal  
A true story can be more than one event, compacted into a single event.  
People can be renamed or combined, a place changed.  
A family story may actually be a myth  
Acknowledge what is not literal or is now known to be false, and tell it anyhow.  
Where ideas come from:  
A joyful or painful moment  
An event that seemed small at the time  
A lie you told or were told and believed  
Something you’d rather not share  
Ways to enter into your essay and create a piece of literature:  
Tell your story—Drafting tips  
1-Write about just one event, as it comes to you from memory, or from your journal (The most  
personal stories are the most universal)  
2-After a break, answer these questions.  
What happened just before the start of your story?  
What happened just after?  
How do you relate to this experience today, what changed since it happened?  
Revise like a reader—Revision Tips  
After a break read your essay with a pencil in hand.  
1-Underline the most angry, sad, ecstatic, embarrassed parts. 2-Why do you feel this way? Why underline these 
parts? 3-Does the story flow logically to a natural conclusion?  
Every Word Counts—Editing Steps  
Cut-cut-cut sentences that are repetitive, boring, or not relevant to the core story  
Rethink passive verbs and use of adjectives, adverbs, gerunds-can you say it more actively?  
Polish—read aloud; where do you nod off (maybe cut), or laugh or cry (punch it up)  
Proofread, and proofread again

PERSONAL ESSAY HANDOUT



CWC Sacramento Branch Leadership (FY 2018-2019) 

Officers  
Kimberly A. Edwards, President  
Kimberlyedwards00@comcast.net  

First Vice-President/Programs  (vacant) 
   
Jerilyn Ring, Second Vice-President/Membership  
jerilyns@me.com  
   
Larry Mandelberg, Treasurer  
larry@mandelberg.biz  
   
Sandra Navarro, Secretary  
ssnavarro22@gmail.com  
   
Board of Directors  
Linda Champion, Outreach  
championwritingcreations@comcast.net  
   
Marcia Ehinger, Newsletter Content Editor  
mehinger@comcast.net  
   
Michele Wogec, Social Media & Emerging Writers Coordinator  
mwogec@yahoo.com  
   
Jenifer Rowe, Webmaster & Eblast Coordinator  
jenifererowe@gmail.com  
   
Consultants to the Board  
Lisa Deines Wiggins, Programs Advisor 
msdkicks@gmail.com  

Ted Witt, Pretty Road Press  
Marketing & Publishing  
   
Club Positions  
Ray & MaryAnn Blain, Saturday Meeting Registration  
Rosi Hollinbeck, Newsletter Layout Editor & Saturday Meeting Registration  
Ray Gray, Public Relations Director 
Judith Presnall, Contest Coordinator  
Cheryl Stapp, First Friday Network Coordinator    
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